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1 Introduction

Defining what stakeholders really ask for, which is called a scenario acquisition
in this paper, is a very important activity for concept making of a new product
and system requirements analysis. We will use the term “stakeholders” to refer
to all the people concerned with a product and a system, such as end users,
suppliers, and manufacturers of the system. The term “scenario” is defined as
a serial description of actions of the stakeholders to achieve the requirements
and events occurred by these stakeholders’ actions.

The scenario elicitation can be replaced by the requirements definition in
the requirements engineering domain. The requirements definition process is
composed of the following three steps [1].

1. To elicit issues and requirements from stakeholders concerned with a sys-
tem (requirements elicitation step).

2. To analyze the elicited requirements and to set goals of the system
(requirements analysis step).

3. To develop solutions to accomplish the goals and to integrate these solu-
tions into system specifications (requirements specification step).

The requirements engineering has been focusing on the requirements analy-
sis and the requirements specification steps and numerous methods for these
phases have been established [2] [3]. However, only a few studies have been
made on the method for the requirement elicitation step. Our aim is to es-
tablish a systematic method for the early steps of the requirement definition
process.

In this paper, we propose a method for the elicitation of requirements
and scenarios, with a multi-dimensional hearing and a hierarchical integration
process, newly combined on the double-helical model of chance discovery [4].
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Table 1. Basic approach

Issues Solutions

How to get requirements Multi-dimensional hearing

How to understand the requirements Hierarchical integration process
How to integrate the requirements

2 Target issues and solution

We begin from considering issues on scenario elicitation for a system develop-
ment. The central work of scenario elicitation is a communication between a
requirement analyst and stakeholders.

An interview and requirement meeting are popular as a communication
techniques between the analyst and stakeholders [7]. The requirements elicited
by the communication are intrinsically incomplete information including lack
of information, ambiguity and redundancy. These originate in the following
fundamental properties;

1. Stakeholders don’t always recognize their requirements: Even if they
recognize their requirements, they can only explain these requirements
in very abstract words.

2. Analysts often misunderstand these requirements. Because raw demands
elicited from the stakeholders are too vague.

3. Analysts often confuse how to integrate the requirements. Because the
requirements elicited from stakeholders with various senses of values are
rich in diversity.

We aim to establish a new scenario elicitation method to solve the above
issues by combining the chance discovery and the requirements engineering
methods. Table 1 summarizes the basic approaches of this study.

3 Solutions

3.1 The multi-dimensional hearing method

Although the demands from stakeholders include abundant information, an-
alysts can not utilize these raw demands directly for making scenario [5].
Because raw demands reflect stakeholders’ tacit dimension of knowledge such
as premises and restrictions in the real usage of the system and the knowledge
is not explained explicitly in raw demands.

Approaches to derive such tacit knowledge are important for the com-
munication technique for eliciting a scenario. There are some techniques for
deriving tacit knowledge as follows:
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• Laddering technique in the marketing research domain [6]
Laddering is a technique to grasp real demands by repeating “Why”
questions.

• Claim analysis in the requirements engineering domain [7]
Claim Analysis is a technique for clarifying design premises by asking both
positive and negative reason for the proposed design.
Schema of the claim analysis:

Features of the proposed design is that:
Positive: xxxxxxx becomes a cause of a desirable result
Negative: xxxxxxx becomes a cause of an undesirable result

Moreover, from the view of the object driven approach [8] [9] [10], a com-
plete requirement should consist of 3 layers of information: purpose, claim
and method of requirement. Each layer of the requirement has premises and
restrictions as tacit knowledge individually.

In this study, the claim analysis is reinforced to elicit a useful scenario.
Extra dimension of hearings for eliciting knowledge of the purpose, claim
and method of requirements, are added to the positive/negative dimension of
the original claim analysis method. The hearing method is called hereof the
multi-dimensional hearing method and a series of information of about the
requirement elicited by the multi-dimensional hearing is called a requirement
primitive. A Scheme of the multi-dimensional hearing method is shown in
Fig. 1.

The following is the summary list of the multi-dimensional hearing method.

Step 1: When a concrete requirement derives from a stakeholder in interview,
positive/negative questions are asked to the requirement (Claim level).

Dimension2

Dimension1

Dimension1

Dimension1

PremisesPremises

RestrictionsRestrictions

Purpose
Why do you choose the design?

I propose a certain desing.

How is the design realized?
What is the marit of the method? [positive]
What is the demerit of the method? [negative]

What is the merit of adopting the design? [positive]
What is the demerit of adopting the design? [negative]

What is the good reason for choosing it? [positive]
What are the side effests of choosing it? [negative]

Claim

Method

Fig. 1. The multi-dimensional hearing
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Step 2: Next, the question “Why do you choose the design” is asked. And
positive/negative questions are asked to the answer of the above question
(Purpose level).

Step 3: Further, the question “How is the design realized” is asked. And
positive/negative questions are asked to the answer (Method level).

3.2 The hiearichical integration process on the double-helical
model

In order to construct the requirement scenario unified in a system, the process
integrating the requirement primitive obtained from each stakeholder is re-
quired. We propose a requirement integration process for eliciting a lot of
requirement primitives from each stakeholders and integrating these primi-
tives thorough discussion of stakeholders, on the double-helical model of the
chance discovery. The double helical model is a systematic approach to put
stress on interaction among stakeholders on a cyclic process.

We design an integration process composed of the inspection test at the
front end of the process and the cyclic discussion step on the double-helical
model (Fig. 2).

We call the process “hierarchical integration process”. Fig. 2 is the sum-
mary list of the hierarchical integration process. The inspection test [11] on a
proto type is an efficient way to elicit a useful scenario in the early stage of
the system development [12].

[Inspection test step]

Step 1: A prototype was shown to stakeholders. A moderator explains its
concept and features of the prototype. Each stakeholder writes his/her
demands for the prototype on the examination paper.

Fig. 2. The hierarchical integration process
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Step 2: The Stakeholders explain their demands for the prototype as concrete
as possible. The moderator interviews the stakeholders with the multi-
dimensional hearing.

[Discussion step]

Step 3: The stakeholders discuss about their demands and propose improve-
ments of the prototype.

Step 4: The moderator interviews the stakeholders about the proposed im-
provements by the multi-dimensional hearing and return to Step 3 until
the consensus of stakeholders about improvements are obtained.

4 Theoretical analysis: How primitives and scenario are
derived through the process?

We would like to explain how a requirement primitive and scenario are elicited
through the hierarchical integration process by using a visualization tool
named KeyGraph [13].

The requirement primitive obtained by the multi-dimension hearing satis-
fied necessary conditions of requirement utilized for system specifications. The
necessary conditions are that each primitive includes information about its
purpose, claim-body, method of realization, and their restrictions or premises.

However, the requirement primitives are not enough to use as a system
specification directory. Because, inconsistency and subordination between re-
quirement primitives are existing. Unifying the primitives with such incon-
sistency and subordination into a consistent scenario by mutual consent of
stakeholders, is essential for eliciting the requirement scenario.

In this chapter, the acquisition process of a requirement primitive and the
requirement scenario are visualized step by step with KeyGraph.

4.1 KeyGraph for visualizing scenario map

KeyGraph is a tool for visualizing the map of word relations in requirements.
By visualizing a map where words from data appear connected in a graph,
one can see the overview of the world of stakeholders’ concern. Suppose data
(string-sequence) D is given, describing an event-sequence, with periods (“.”)
inserted at the ends of defined sequence units. For example, let text D be as
in Eq. (1)

D = a1, a2, a4, a5 . . . .

a4, a5, a3, . . . .

a1, a2, a6,

a1, a2, a5, . . . , a10.

. . . . (1)

On data D, KeyGraph runs in the following procedure.
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(1)Obtain islands, i.e., frequently co-occurring sets items

Links between item pairs, co-occurring frequently in D.

Frequent items
in D

a5
a4

a10

a1

a1, a2, a4, a5 ....
a4, a5, a3, ......
a1, a2, a6, ......

a1, a2, a5, ... ,a10.

a1, a2, a4,.... ,a10.

... a4, a5,

a5 a4

(2)Obtain bridges, on which chances may exist

Target data D:

Obtain significant items, touching many
node-cluster (green nodes) bridges of
frequent co-occurence. if the node is raner
than black nodes, it is a newnode put as a 
non-black node as a10 here.

Fig. 3. The procedure of KeyGraph

KeyGraph-Step 1 ((1) of Fig. 3): Words appearing many times in the data
(e.g., a4 and a5 in Eq. (1)) are depicted with black nodes, and each pair of
these words occurring often in the same sequence unit (between two periods)
is linked to each other with a solid line. Each connected graph obtained forms
one island, a set of words to occur in a context.

KeyGraph-Step 2((2) in Fig. 3): Items which may not be so frequent as
black nodes, but co-occurring with words in more than one islands, e.g., a10
in Eq.(1), are obtained as hubs. A path of links connecting islands via hubs is
called a bridge. A hub rarer than black nodes is presented in a different color.
We regard words on a bridge as a candidate of key words.

The output of KeyGraph as in (2) of Fig. 3 includes islands and bridges.
If D is a document, periods are put at the end of each sentence. Nodes in the
result of KeyGraph correspond to a word in D, and an island corresponds to a
set of words appearing in the same contexts. Bridges imply the transitions to
contexts, i.e., the contextual flow of the document. Even if words on bridges are
rare, they may express the essence of the scenarios presented in the document.

4.2 Elicitation of primitive by the multi-dimensional hearing

First, we would like to explain how a requirement primitive is derived from
the multi-dimensional hearing. The elicitation process of primitive is moni-
tored by KeyGraph for an example requirement: “We want to utilize video
information for a presentation”.

[The contents summary of multi-dimensional hearing]

Object level: We utilize video information for a presentation.
Positive: Video information appeals to user’s impression directly.
Negative: It is difficult to search and allows us only a sequential search.

Purpose level: Why do you use video information for a presentation?
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Positive: Video information includes visual information abundantly.
Visual information has direct influence on drawing user’s empathy.

Negative: Video information is very difficult to search directly, because
of the difficulty of encoding the information for indexing

Method level: We use a fast forward function for retrieving video information.
Positive: We can estimate video clips quickly by the fast forward function.
Negative: Intelligibility of sound and reality of time are lost.

The elicitation process of a requirement primitive visualized by KeyGraph
is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The requirement primitive elicited by the multi-dimensional hearing is
visualized by KeyGraph (Fig. 5).

The primitive consists of 3 layers of requirement: basic claim, purpose and
implementation method, and their premises and restrictions between each

Fig. 4. The growth of primitive visualized by KeyGraph

Fig. 5. The primitive derived the from multi-dimensional hearing
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layer. The shape of the primitive shows a di-poles structure. The basic claims
of the primitive is placed at the center of the di-poles, one pole explains the
purpose of the design, and the other pole shows the implementation methods.
The bridge between the purpose and the basic claim means premises or design
rationale. The other bridge between the basic claim and the implementation
method means restrictions for realizing the proposed implementation method.

4.3 Integration of primitives through the hierarchical
accommodation process

Let us consider the process of integrating the primitives into requirement
scenario through the hierarchical integration process. A lot of primitives are
gathered in the inspection test step. Primitive grow in the correlation between
primitives in the discussion step.

When two primitives have common purpose, these primitives are connected
each other by similarity of the purpose. As a result, these primitives integrated
to a requirement scenario where the common purpose and claim are combined
by intersection of primitives in Fig. 6(a).

When two primitives have subordination , i.e. the method of a primitive
regards as the purpose of the other primitive, these primitives are chained. As
a result, these primitives grow like an unified primitive in Fig. 6(b). By the
repetitions of intersections and chains in the hierarchical integration process,
all the primitives integrate into an unified requirement scenario (Fig. 6(c)).

The basic concept to elicit the requirement scenario through intersections
and chains of plural request primitives obtained the way of thinking from the
above-mentioned the objectives driven approach in requirements engineering
(Fig. 7) [1].

Fig. 6. The growth of scenario by intersections and crossing of primitives
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Fig. 7. The concept of the objectives driven approach

5 The experiment of the elicitation of scenario

An experiment of the elicitation of requirement scenario was conducted on
the proposed process by using a paper prototype [14] of home controller for
household appliances.

5.1 Outline of the experiment

Basic settings of the experiment are shown in Table 2. The experiment was
conducted in the process shown in Fig. 2.

The following is the summary list of the experiment steps:

Step 1:
• The package of the documents (The ground rule document and Task

instruction document) was distributed to the actors.

Table 2. The basic setting of the experiment

Items Details

Stakeholders Representatives of user(3)
A representative designer(1)
Human Interface design specialists(2)
A Moderator(1)

Task 4 tasks for operating of home appliances (ex.
Water heater)
Task1: Set the temporary temperature of wa-
ter
Task2: Set schedule of machine operation
Task3: Set the default temperature of water
Task4: Operation when an error occurred

Examination Process of each group Case1: Conventional inspection test (CIF)
process
Case2: CIF + the multi-dimensional hearing
Case3: Proposed process in the paper
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– Ground rule document: A document describing profiles of users and
the concept of the panel design

– Task instruction document: An instruction document of examina-
tion tasks using a prototype. Each task scenario was written in the
document and the panels were put together, enabling him or her
to write claims and comments directly on the page.

• The designer explains the design concept of the operation panel.
• Each stakeholders write claims and comments on the task instruction

document.
• The designer explain the prepared way of the operations.

Step 2:
• The users explain their claims and comments.
• The moderator interviews the users by the multi-dimensional hearing.

Step 3:
• The designer explains her/his claims and comments.
• The moderator interviews the designer by the multi-dimensional

hearing.
Step 4:

• The human interface design (HMI) specialists explain their claims and
comments.

• The moderator interviews the specialists by the multi-dimensional
hearing.

Step 5:
• The users propose improvements.
• The users, the designer, and HMI specialists discuss about the above

proposals and create new idea for improvements.
• The moderator interviews the proposal by the multi-dimensional

hearing.
• Principle of discussion is that the user representations first.

Step 6:
• The moderator judges that accommodation have been formed, then

starts next task.

5.2 The results of the experiment

The results of the experiment are shown in Table 3. Scenario was elicited from
every task trough the hierarchical integration process

Table 3. The results of experiment

Items Case1 Case2 Case3

Task Execution time(minutes) 9 16.6 31

Number of acquired primitives (for each task) 3.4 10.4 32.8

Number of elicited scenarios (for 4 tasks) 0 0 4
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6 Evaluation

The proposed method was evaluated by two criteria: the efficiency of elic-
iting requirement primitives and the contribution to drive integration of a
requirement scenario.

6.1 The efficiency of eliciting primitives

It is important to elicit the primitives efficiently in limited time. The results
are shown in Table 4. The efficiency of the proposed method exceeded the
conventional inspection test about three times.

6.2 Contribution to drive integration of a requirement scenario

The follwing four kinds of requirement scenarios were obtained in the experi-
ment.

Scenario 1: The presentation method of the apparatus list for operation
target

Scenario 2: The differences the mental models between users and a designer
Scenario 3: The familiarity of terms used for the label of a button
Scenario 4: The validity of introducing analogies of personal computer oper-

ation to home appliances operation

In order to evaluate contribution of the multi-dimensional hearing and the
hierarchical integration process toward integrating a requirement scenario, the
process for integrating of the scenario-2 in the examination is illustrated in
Fig. 8 and the growth of scenario also visualized in Fig. 9.

The requirement scenario was elicited after repeating 3 times of discussion
cycles. The multi-dimensional hearing drove to rotate the cyclic process in
Fig. 8. The purpose and claim of the primitive were redefined in C1 and C2
cycle. In the step of C3, all the stakeholders understood the purposes, claims
and the restrictions and premise of the implementation completely and a lot
of implementation method were proposed explosively.

The following is the summary list step by step of each cycle in Fig. 8:

Basic proposal: A basic proposal that some icons on the panel should be
changed to make it easier to understand (Fig. 9(a)).

Table 4. The efficiency of eliciting primitives

Items Group1 Group2 Group3

Time for eliciting a primitive (minutes) 2.6 1.53 0.96
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Fig. 8. The effect of the multi-dimensional hearing for rotating cycle of discussion

Fig. 9. Growth of scenario 2 visualized by KeyGraph

From the basic proposal to Cycle 1: The causes and the improvements of
the difficulty of understanding were derived from the multi-dimensional
hearing. Two primitives in hierarchical relationship were chained. The
result of KeyGraph shows a di-poles structure (Fig. 9(b)).

From the basic proposal to Cycle 2: The other cause was added. Two require-
ment primitives newly derived from the hearing were chained by similarity
of the implementation method (Fig. 9(c)).

From the basic proposal to Cycle 3: Another two primitives derived from the
hearing were intersected and were chained with the common purpose and
the common implementation method (Fig. 9(d)).
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Consequently, the unified requirement scenario was integrated by the in-
tersections and chains of the primitives through the hierarchical integration
process. When a scenario was integrated, the answer to the multi-dimensional
hearing was expressed recursively by the terms appeared in the former dis-
cussions.

7 Conclusion

The efficient scenario elicitation method has been established by combining
the chance discovery and the requirements engineering methods. The method
consists of the multi-dimensional hearing and the hierarchical integration
process.

We evaluated its capability through the experiment using a proto type
of home controller. The following have been confirmed: requirement primi-
tives which consist of its purpose, claim, implementation method, premises
and restrictions were elicited by the multi-dimensional hearing; the primitives
grew by intersections and chains and were formed into a unified requirement
scenario through the hierarchical integration process, the proposed method
exceeded the conventional inspection test in the efficiency of eliciting primi-
tives.

We hope that the method will be widely used and open the way to lead
us to discovering a chance in requirements analysis.
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